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Figure 4: Heavy loads paired with vertical through-bolts caused girders and corbels to deflect 
excessively, causing severe decay of the bridge sub-structure. Note the widening of bolt holes and 











































BACKGROUND

 Limited access to island

 400 person community on island

 Prohibitive cost of temporary bypass bridge

 Prohibitive cost of concrete replacement

 62 meter bridge span



Side view of the original Newry Island Bridge.



View of the superstructure from below showing frequent vertical through bolts.



The concrete elements were found to be deteriorated 

but serviceable for reduced traffic loads.



The timber elements were in very poor condition.



Several corbels had become heavily cavitated and 

collapsed due to vertical through bolting.



A girder which had become highly decayed at the end and 

failed in compression. Note the deep square notch at the 

end of the girder with the reentrant corner cracking.



The asphalt running surface 

is showing signs of wear, and 

has completely come away 

from the underlying plywood 

deck in places.



Fruiting bodies (fungus) indicate decay in timber.



Loose and detached  fasteners under bridge.



10t load limit in place prior to inspection.



3t load limit implemented after inspection.



The water and sewer service lines on the bridge supplying services to the island.



The water and sewer service lines on the bridge were 

relocated to temporary pipes on the riverbed.



Long reach crane utilized to lift scaffolding components into place. 

Crane also utilized later to lift bridge sections into place.



Scaffolding was installed on floating platforms below the bridge. 



Cracks in substructure concrete. 



Existing corbels removed and 

replaced with packers or 

temporary horizontal bolts 

added for strength during 

construction.



Demolition of concrete topping.



Deteriorated condition of the 

planks is even more evident.



Demolition equipment brought in.



Night crew cutting deck into sections.



Deck and girders being lifted 

out by crane.



Half of each span lifted out.



Effect of vertical fasteners.



Girders being prepared for installation on site.



New girders being flown 

in by crane.



Span one girders being lowered into hinge connectors



Hinge connector brackets between girders.



Girders set into lift buckets on abutment concrete.



Second half of original bridge superstructure removed.



Technician utilizing crane to install remaining girder lines.



The superstructure consisting of four glulam girders per span, a transverse 

glulam deck and cross bracing. The bridge is supported on the 

existing concrete substructure.



Lift buckets on piers.



Horizontal thrust rods installed.



First span deck panels being installed.



Protected microbats found in ends 

of decayed corbels. Construction 

delays while coordinating with New 

South Wales Office of Environment 

and Heritage. Bats were temporarily

relocated to ends of piers.



Some corbels left in place throughout 

construction to avoid disturbing the bat nests.



Additional spans deck panels being placed.



Horizontal connections for deck panels to girders.



Works proceeded around the clock.



Connecting kerbs, spacers and bumpers to deck 

.



Connecting posts and kerbs

.





View from below bridge.



Bridge reopened to traffic after 8 

days.



Partially re-installing utility lines.



Walkway planks being installed.



Walkway handrails installed.



Walkway with handrails as seen 

from above.



Temporary plywood lateral bracing 

installed at each abutment awaiting 

installation of new backwall.



Temporary blocking under 

jackposts were replaced with non 

shrink grout for stability and 

strength.



New microbat habitat housing.



Lightweight glulam superstructure and deck 

approximately one third weight of concrete.





Council installed concrete approach slab and paved 

approach.



Utility lines re-installed after 

bridge was completed.



New bridge rated for 25t load rating




